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SONNET #1   (June 1, 2018)  

 

 

can the confines of one’s life so contract 

as narrows then fail to notice shrinking 

the light the very shapes shadows no longer 

make attributes of a still lesser hour declining 

 

against rock or the leavening water below 

in the dank kingdom promised to one and all 

with its blank princess she of the dark pool 

the unreflecting where no face stares back 

 

no flower its petals recalls no lamp shines 

a childhood missed in the turning leaves  

a cosmos no larger than the passing waist 

 

of sand in its tribulation to accumulate time 

just so this minute twice brighter then fast  

fades the relinquished hand no longer holds  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

SONNET #2   (June 2, 2018) 

 

 

so what of the dreams our cameras followed 

deep into night’s unbuilt architecture under 

scored sounding waves the waters lessened 

by light’s absence the towers to the left of space 

 

reunion with myth and tapestry devolving 

darkness around the swift of hair the swept 

behind worlds of dusk a single and final once 

word a signal flashing in hidden decibels 

 

each a hand of music a beautiful echoing 

but never to be heard again nor the x-ray 

nor the fabulous of statues the speech aloud 

 

only whispers in the sadly lost like a section 

of air painted the color of oblivion a margin 

leaves and otherwise silence the invisible 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

SONNET #3   (June 2, 2018) 

 

 

I am become something more than myself 

a dissolution of air the unimaginable a music 

unheard by the composer initiating chords 

to be struck in sleep long after death has 

 

impossibilities of being myself the beyond 

outside memory writing as only zephyrus can 

words unraveling between leaf and branch 

the shape of Primavera her gossamer skin  

 

the light radiating from within the unspoken 

syntax of statues again becoming other than 

fleet of foot Diana of the imagination spurned 

 

go then from the fetters of thought into sublime 

up there can reach with unfeeling hands at  

last the inarticulate by you I have become 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

SONNET #100   (June 9, 2018) 

 

 

by simply saying so words do not survive for still 

on its cold stone the body no more implores its shade 

we have come home again and again a routine broken 

by its own repetition reopen then the box and free 

 

all language from its ties no bonds repair no water 

capture for its silhouettes I am the archaic through which 

aching vowels compose nights in the needle of the eye 

master switches ! reeds burning in the cannery of despair 

 

bereave no more the loss of harmony the graces that 

clung to trees though no leaf remains the grasses underfoot 

lawns of Neolithic destiny its hills the fuming mysteries 

 

all distances are One ! none is greater than the breath 

that lingers above the mouth a year and many more a soul 

linked to nothing but its other in name only a sound 

 

 

 



 

 

          

                   Afterword  

 
Three Hacks  
by John M. Bennett 
 

 

 

 

 

lake switch 

 

words before cold the door 

inches remnant of sleep 

lacustrine syllables or some 

thing wet his legs a grassy 

 

shadow creaking in a labyrinth 

of rivers comb your pants and 

eyes writing breeze wrapped 

in a mask's dense ants scarred 

 

with dust with liquid words 

bloody overleaf at the 

fingers' origin tossed out the 

 

entrance wet Intensive Care Unit's 

gasping fish depronouncing a 

red hieroglyph writhing in gravel 

 

 
Distortion of recombinant lines from 
Iván Argüelles' Sonnets 39-40, 46-50 


